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Winners or Losers 2005, hand-tinted black and white photograph 18.5” x 24”.

Winners or Losers 

April 15th – May 14th 2005

The TrépanierBaer gallery is pleased to present an exhibition of select project works by

Mitch Robertson.Well-known for his self-promotional stunts – like driving an old RV he

converted into a Mitch Robertson Hall of Fame across Eastern Canada and parking it in

front of local museums to showcase his own memorabilia to bewildered visitors –

Robertson has garnered the reputation of an upstart conceptualist. Now in his thirties,

Robertson has, according to a recent feature article on the artist in the latest issue of

Canadian Art, come into his own by turning his interest in his own fame into a critique

of fame itself. His practice now centered on a satirical analysis of the cultural

phenomenon of tourism, this exhibition shores up an array of conceptual art wares

informed by the artist’s playful critique of the souvenir industry.

With a keen interest in the politics of promotion and a panache for challenging given

perceptions, his latest foray into the lure of nostalgia inherent in tourist galore, features

an array of works challenging this realm of consumer capitalism. In an editioned series

entitled, Winners or Losers, Robertson questions both the nature of perception and

implied outcomes, turning a pair of vintage photographs portraying opposing teams

of “Tug-O-War” participants into a punchy take on the classic good guy/bad guy

dynamic of popular culture. An avid collector of tourist memorabilia, Robertson again

proves that nostalgia has surplus meaning with other featured exhibition works that

include a series re-made ready-made silkscreen prints. Popular in the twenties and

thirties, Robertson’s interest in the genre of “hand-tinted real photo” postcards stems

from the wonderful ironies of incongruity inherent in these two-part assembly line

reproductions. Selecting only the hand-painted color overlay of the two part

reproduction process as the basis for his series, Robertson drums up a ‘unique’ series

formulated from timeless tourist images documented a million times over.

Having attended York University and the Toronto School of Art, Robertson’s work has

since been exhibited in England, Australia, New Zealand, Northern Ireland, Switzerland,

the United States, and throughout Canada.Recent exhibitions include,S & P 100, Koffler

Gallery, Toronto; Some Days are Better than Others, Robert Birch Gallery; The Distance

Between Us, Dunedin Public Art Gallery, New Zealand; Museopathy, Agnes Etherington

Art Center, Kingston, Ontario; Original Copy, Gallery TWP, Toronto; Quoting

Commercialism, Walter Philips Gallery,Banff; and In All The Wrong Places, Ottawa Gallery,

Ottawa. The recipient of several Canada Council Visual Arts and Ontario Arts Council

Grants, the artist is represented by the TrépaneirBaer gallery, Calgary, and the Robert

Birch gallery,Toronto.

For more information please contact Yves Trépanier or Kevin Baer at

(403) 244-2066, or email info@tbg1.com
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